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About This Game

A meticulously finetuned audiovisual experience that will fully immerse you in a near-death experience while having to
complete addictive challenges. Do not let friends or family try out Death Train without preparation. Provide social support while

initiating a new player and do not film their reaction for easy YouTube views.

Each level intensifies the experience with fresh and immersive gameplay elements that literally bind you to your chair. A chair
you must now escape from in order to avoid your impending doom as the Death Train approaches.

18 Hardcore versions of the levels that introduce additional mechanics for those who managed to survive the nightmare. And a
speedrun mode for Death Train pro-gaming events under professional supervision with safety precautions.
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Normally don't drop reviews, but my fianc\u00e9 and I had a blast messing around with this. It's not scary, but it's frantic. One
of those where you're trying to race against a clock. I assume the bad review at the bottom of this page I saw is someone who
didn't bother to play through to hardcore mode. The first 18 levels are pretty easy with maybe a death or two to figure some
things out if you have decent hand eye coordination, but the hardcore mode will throw you through a ringer. Definitely worth
my $10. Playing again when I get home from work lol.. I would not have recommended this game if it were not for the included
hardcore mode that unlocks, after you beat the default difficulty. I finished the game in about an hour and think it is a pretty
unique puzzle\/race against the clock style game in VR. I am going to be using this in October to share with friends for the
upcoming Halloween season, since it is a pretty great fit and almost anyone can play with no complicated instructions or
locomotion to teach new players. The only thing that I would like, is an update to bring up a menu while in game, to choose
another level, restart a level, and a setting to put music on by default (as this really adds to the suspense of the game).

It is the right price for me at $10, for the reason that I will be sharing it with friends during the October Halloween season but
reputability for myself isn't there, though if you like these types of quick thinking, reflexive puzzle games the hardcore mode is
well worth trying out.. \u062a\u0633\u0628\u0628
\u0627\u0644\u0635\u062f\u0627\u0627\u0627\u0627\u0627\u0627\u0627\u0627\u0639. https:\/\/youtu.be\/UJ97PAgyBQM
Check out the review!. \ud83c\udf83 T\u044f!cked not T\u044feated \ud83c\udf83 Video cleverly made to fool you as Scary
Death Train XP \ud83e\udd23NOPE\u2757\ufe0f Solve puzzle locks, use dart gun, balloons & confetti
\ud83e\udd23NOPE\u2757\ufe0f THAT IS NOT next level \ud83d\udca9 your pants\u2757\ufe0f Pfft

I thought I was getting a FACES OF DEATH Experience. Super Disappointed this was really a cute Zelda arcade style unlock
locks dart shooter, thingy to avoid a Train hit. Come On \ud83e\udd25 beyond misleading by DEV Team here. I don't mind it's
a shooter. I mind you tried to trick people what this really is.

Sincerely, NOT SCARED AT ALL \ud83e\udd25. Great game, not super scary but the hardcore mode really is a fun challenge.
Great use of VR mechanics!
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Actually very much liked this, nicely done and got my hear pumping when the train was coming, was easily sucked into the
enviroment. Im a tall guy so even with the chair dropped I still felt the need to duck my head when the train was coming. Only
real issue is there is no achievements, but that is my issue with every game that doesn't have them... thats just a me thing. Look
forward to letting my wife try it later and not telling her before what it is :). This game is a unique idea and a lot of fun. It's
simple, yet intense at times. If the "baby mode" is too easy, then the hardcore mode unlocked after that definitely takes the
cake. The puzzles aren't difficult until hardcore. It's about speed under pressure more than difficulty of the "puzzle". Can you
handle it? lol

Here's a video of gameplay: https:\/\/youtu.be\/dBqlcNeMco0. i dont normally write reviews for games but this game needed a
mention.

I loved this game , the feeling of panic as the train approaches as you still havent completed the challange is great ,and the
challenges get harder, i would defo use this game at a party as it would be great fun

well worth the asking price tbh

well done guys i enjoyed this game. Game is pretty lame. Same rail station from Onward. Unlock some keys floating around to
drop chair into tracks to avoid the oncoming train. Maybe worth 2.99 but thats about it. Not really very scary compared to
games like Paranormal Activity.. Kind of a lame game. Was hoping for something better than what was indicated. The best
thing about this game is the promo trailer, fun and unusual. It is also incredibly misleading. The game is not unsafe, it is not a
horror game, there is nothing unique.The gameplay is dull and the graphics are cheap.
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